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EXAKTA with bayonet adapter rings 
and tube., autocouple extension 
release, and swing angle attachment 

HiQh maQnification of small objects 
is for many scientists a necessity in thei r professional work ; for the ama ... 
teur and hobbyist It Is a fascinating and useful avocation. With the aid 
of the EXAKTA the taking of highly magnified p ictures of small ab/ects Is
easy; It Is dane w ithout any technical difficulties, and the cost Is unusu
ally low. Parallax, the horror of close-up photographers, Is eliminated 
when using the EXAKTA because its ground glass focusing screen reflects 
the Identical Image that will appear on the film . The smaller the object 
to be photographed, the shorter the focusing distance from the camera; 
to do this, however, requires a set of extension tubes (or bellows) to be
Installed between the camera and lens, The variations of extension are· 
accomplished quite mechanically, but at all times the exact picture area 
of the film Is under control (and Is seen on the focusing glass). Depth of 
field, colour composition, distribution of light and shadow, and the arrange
ment of the subject can be examined right up to the Instant af exposure. 
Th is Is possible only because viewing and critical focusing Is done w ith the 
actual plcture·taklng lens. As a result, the picture you get on film Is
Identical with the Image seen on the focusing glass. Furthermore, when 
you use the EXAKTA, you eliminate all auxiliary and cumbersome optical 
focusing equl pmentfor close-ups and photomicrography. This simplifies th ... 
work and makes It more economical. 

The simplest extension increase is sufficient. 
to enable one to focus beyond the normal range Incorporated on tho. 
helical focusing lens mount and. to obtain any scale of reproduction re
quired <See table page 4). Bayonet adapter rings or any- number of ad
ditional extension tubes may be Inserted between the Interchangeable lens 
of the EXAKTA and the camera body. The extension may therefore always 
be changed at a moment's notice to the required focusing d istance. At all 
times the helical focusing mount of the lens allows final critical focusing_ 
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The followinv accessories are available: 
Two-in-one rin", No. 181. This permits the use of the shortest possible 
extension Increase of 5 mm . The ring is Inserted into the camera bayonet, 
the front face accepts the lens. 

The two Bayonet adapter rin",. No •• 1811183. Extension Increase of 10 mm. 
The back ring Is Inlerted Into the camera, while the front ring accepts the 
lenl. Screwed together, the two rings' can be used alone. Separated they 
accept the tubes. The back bayonet ring has a clamp ing ring, that enables 
the lens with the front bayonet ring and the tubes always to be turned Into 
the normal upright position and lacked there. , 

Three exten.ion tube •• They are available In three sizes: No. 184 = 5mm, 
No. 185 = 15 mm, and No. 186 = 30 mm . They can be used In any combin
ation but, possessing screw threads, they must be employed with the 
bayonet rings Nos. 1811183. The bayonet rings and the three tubes, therefore, 
are supplied only as a complete set No. 180. 

The autocouple exten.ion relea.e No. 149. In order to be able, when using 
bayon .. t adapter rings and tubes, to bring Into action the automatic d ia
phragm mechanism of the more recent EXAKTA lenses, the autocouple 
extension release makes the connection between the lens and the shutter 
release button of the camera. 

The .win", angle attachment No.I55.08 may be screwed on a tripod, and 
by means of the focusing slide, enables critical close-up work. The 
camera can be swung from the horizontal to the upright position in one 
simple operation . 
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the distances and scales af reproduction that can be obta ined with a two-In-one ri ng 
a set of bayonet adapter rings with tubes No. 180. By using additional tubes the working 
be sti ll further reduced so that at t riple extension <Image distance of 150 mm or 114 mm) 
nificatlon will be obtained on the negative, at fourfold extension triple magnification etc. 
res are based on lens focused at infinity. Intermediate values can be obta ined by using 
I focusing mount. The long helical mounts of the modern lenses allow greater overall 

covered. Increase In Image d istance requires increase in exposure time. and it is for 
exposure factors are included In the table. Scale of reproduction 0.8 = Image size is 0.8 

scale of toto I 
dlst. 



EXAKTA 
cYXIrv 

MacrophotoQraphy 
All small objects that normally require close Inspection with the naked eye. 
perhaps even with the aid of a low powered magnifier necessarily have 
to be photographed within close proximity of the camera lens. This Is 
where EXAKTA Is of paramount Importance In connection with the whole 
sphere of sclenilflc technique, and covering all practical work of this 
nature for the profeaslonal photogropher, ond Indeed ony of the large 
number of other tosks of special significance. The EXAKTA occomplishes 
easily all such work by noture of the basic design and mechanical ex
tension . All forms of copying, whether stamps, documents are In fact 
Included In this category. Things that Interest the scientist from the pro
fessional point of view attract the amateur photographer, perhaps due to 
pictorial beauty in pattern or colour, I. e. Insects, flowers, plants, stones, 
coins, etc. Nor should we forget stili IIf .. of miniature objects . Tiny and 
Insignificant objects assume a new and striking appearance when photo· 
IIraphed at close range and greatly enlarged . Colour macrophotographs 
may be undertaken with 35mm EXAKTA without effort, the finder Image 
showing the subject In natural colour. Needless to say, any special lenses 
employed with or without extension tubes may also be used. Wide angle 
lenses permit closer working distances. long focus lenses at greater 
distances, assuming the scale of reproduction remains unchanged. Either 
method may prove of great value . As usual the imalle can be controlled 
according to cho ice by the varying focusing systems of the EXAKTA. Norm· 
ally the finder hood Is used for low level subjects, and also for much 
work when a tripod Is employed . The Penta Prism or Exposure meter Insert 
Is Ideal for eye level and moving subjects, and finally the lens magnifier 
(see page 111 for special category work. 

Critical focusinQ 
There are two approved auxiliary systems designed especially for normal 
close-up and macrophotography. 

Split·lmage Ranllefinder No.310_ For use with the Penta Prism, Exposure 
meter Insert and lens magnifier . Works according to the principle of a 
split-Image rangeflnder . Two partial Images appear out of alignment 
until correctly focused. Particularly valuable for those with weak eyesight, 
or when working under unfavourable lighting conditions . 

Lens reversal ring No. 159. In order to obtain critical definition when taklnll 
macro photographs with greater than 1'" times magnification, the rear 
component of the camera lens should face the subject. This Is achieved 
by means of the lens reversal ring, which Is threaded for the lens mount, 
and extension tubes . When ordering please Indicate clearly for which 
lens the rlnll Is required. 
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Bellows Attachment with 
Transparency Copying Equipment 

WorkinQ with the IhaQee VIELZWECK (Versan 

This most versatile Instrument is Invaluable for all forms of close-up and 
macrophotography. It Is constructed on the unit principle, and all parts 
may be used separately, or combined, In varying manner. Thus you are 
In position to gradually complete the equipment In accordance with your 
Individual requirements. Important parts of the Versa I are: 

Swing angle attachment No. 155.08. This has already been shown on 
pages 2 and 3. When In use you require bayonet adapter rings and 
extension tubes. 

Bellows attachment No.I55.10 is recommended when objects are to be 
photographed frequently, and with ease. The bellows allows continuous 
extension from 3.5 to 22 em scale of reproduction and Image distance 
being quld<ly changed and without Interruption. The equipment may also 
be used on a tripod allowing the camera to be rotated from horizontal to 
vertical position. Should you wish focusing extending to Infinity you may 
use the special 50 mm f 2.8 lens In sunken mount (No. 128). There is a 
decided advantage In that when the camera has been firmly attached to 
a tripod the Image distance is variable over a wide range by means of 
the ratched drive mechanism of the focusing slide allowing critical focusing 
to be achieved with ease and precision. 

Transparency copying equipment No. 155.04. This Is a voluable supple
mentary accessory used In conjunction with the bellows attachment. This 
enables you to copy your transparencies, make them from monochrome or 
colour negatives. to make duplicate monochrome negatives from colour 
reversal, or duplicates of colour reversal. 
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Repro allachment.l <No.I55.141 and 2 <No. 155.151. With the aid of these 
you can easily reproduce paintings, drawings, periodical or magazine 
illustrations, documents, etc., etc .• In the simplest possible manner. Also, 
for close·ups of stamps, coins, and similar objects, It Is well suited. 
Generally, one would employ a vertical working position, but the equip· 
ment may also be used horizontally, with the help of a rigid table tripod. 
Equipment : Repro attachment 1 with bellows attachment, or Repro attach· 
ment 2 with swing angle attachment, both with two section metal column 
and wooden baseboard measuring 30 X 30 em (for papers up to DIN A 41. 
For both accessories there Is available a lighting equipment fitted with 
two reflectors (No. 155.OS). 

Medical close-ups 
of normal objects the EXAKTA achieves without difficulty when used In 
conjunction with the above mentioned accessories, and furthermore It may 
be used for photographing Interior of human cavities. The special purpose 
equipment required which Is at the disposal of professionally interested 
persons is as follows·): 

KOLPOFOT No. 155.11. This Ihagee equipment employs electronic flash, 
thus guaranteeing pinpoint sharpness of all cavities accessible from outside 
the body (vagina, mouth cavities, larynx, etc.l In addition to photographs 
of the skin, the eyes, and numerous other externol medical cases. Equip· 
ment of the KO LPOFOT comprises bellows attachment, special lens 
135 mm f 4, with diaphragm scales to f 45 and central flash equip· 
ment ZB 3. 

Endo.cope Adapte .. No. 154. These connect the EXAKTA with surgical view· 
ing Instruments, enabling close·ups of the Interior of cavities otherwise 
Inaccessible, e . g . human bladder . 

• ) Special descriptions of "Kolpofot" and "Endoscopic photography with 
the EXAKTA" are available on request. 

Repro Attachment 
with Lighting equipment 



Proboscis of the common fly 
Scale of reproduction In th 
Add itional magnification 
up to 400:1 

Below: Microscope 
AttachmentType 1 
Above: Microscope 
.AttachmentType 2 

completely rep 
portant being 
01 35mm film, 
the additional 
short exposure 
mants the co 
EXAKTA offers 
util ised to the 
undertaken 
projected 
glass screen . 
picture area. 
photographs 
sharpness of 
screen for wh 
are available. 
graphy also the 
with the final 
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Capsule of a diatom 
Scale of reproduction In the negative 90: 1 
Additional magnification by printing up to 2~:1 

The two EXAKTA Microscope attachments 

Suctorlol orgons of the Cuscuta (= parasite) 
Scale of reproduction In the negative 30:1 
Additional magnification by printing upt09O: 1 

EXAKTA 
CYXI@ 

suitable for 011 earlier models, hove been constructed so as to allow 
Immediate suspension of photographic work when visual microscope 
Inspection Is desired . The microscope attachments have an Inside 
diameter of 25 mm and may be attached to the ocular draw tube of 
most microscopes (first remove ocular, then slip on microscope attom a 

ment, tighten and replace ocular). 

Microscope allachment Type 1 (No. 188) with hinged clamp. When 
photographic work Is suspended the camera Is not removed, but Is 
moved to one side by means of the hinged top section. 

Microscope allachment Type 2 (Na. 153) with bayonet filling. The top 
and bottom part of the microscope attachment may be separated so 
that the camera can be removed from the microscope In one swift 
and easy operation. The bottom part Is fastened to the microscope by 
even pressure, whilst the top section has a quick removal device which 
necessitates only the unscrewing of the knurled locking screw. This Is 
designed In such a manner os to fit the tube mounting of all modern 
microscopes with tubes of 25 mm diameter. This feature Is essential 
when toking photomicrographs with slight mognlficatlon since In this 
case neither tube nor ocular of the microscope are used, but Instead 
a suitable camera lenl. 

Both microscope attachments are so designed that when working with 
polarised light the analyser and the necessary compensators can be 
cantalned therein. 
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Repro allachment 1 
for Photomicrography 

Photomicrooraphy with Repro attachment 1 CNo.155.14} 
Occaslanally photographic technicians wish not to have any mechanical 
connection between microscope and camera. This demand Is fulfilled by 
repro allachment 1. whereby the EXAKTA Is suspended above the mlcroscape. 
Abave all this working method Is to be recommended when large magnl· 
flcatlon Is Involved. Two light bailie tubes are brought together without 
touching each other. In order to eliminate penetration of light. The scale 
of reproduction an the film may be adjusted by means of the bellows allach· 
ment. - For mlcraphatographs with slight magnification the microscope 
ring 2 No. 151 Is available : It enables one to work without ocular and 
microscope tubes. but Instead with a suitable camera lens. 

Determinino exact exposure time 
In the whole field af photomicrography. stationary macrophotography, and 
for optical slides, can be achieved with the use af the Ihagee Macro-Micro 
Photometer No. 161. It Is filled over the front plate of EXAKTA and a 
selenium top layer element Is moved Into the centre of the light source, 
thus allowing accurate measurement of the light source In the camera . 
For this purpose a micro-ammeter or galvanometer with light measurement 
scales are required (ellectlve measuring lIeld 5 · •• 30 f,A, Interlar resistance 
1000 •. . 5000 ohmS>. According to the Initial measured calculations the 
exact exposure data determined IIrst by trial exposures may be applied. 
In order to prevent unintentional exposure, the release button of the 
EXAKTA Is automatically shielded during the light measuring operation. 
All increased exposure factors necessary when using bayonet adapter 
rings or tubes or other forms of extension are automatically calculated . 
(The Ihagee Macro-Micro Photometer ellects an overall extension Increase 
of 20mm.l 
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The best method for critical focusing! 

Is by use of the lens magnifier No. 308, focusi ng system of the EXAKTA. 
particularly when undertaking Macro and Micro Photography. This focusing 
system Is used In place of the finder hood, Penta Prism, or exposure meter 
Insert. In order to view the reflex Image with pinpoint definition, clear 
right to the corners and completely free of d istort ion , one uses the lens 
magnifier, and as magnifying glass one of the highly correct ed standard 
or special lenses of the EXAKTA focused at Infinity. The full reflex image 
may be seen with a lens of 50 mm focal length or greater, providing it Is 
of a paffern which allows the eye near the front component, (e . g. not 
preset or automatiC>. The shorter the focal length, the greater magni
fication of the Image, but with the wide angle -lenses Is shown o'nly the 
centre of the p icture field, the relative magnification of the focusing screen 
Image amounts to: 8 times at focal length of 35 mm, 1 times at focal 
length of 40 mm, 5.4 times at focal length of 50 mm, 4,9 times at focal 
length of 58 mm. 3,8 times at focal length of 15 mm, 2,8 times at focal 
length of 100 mm, and 2,1 times at focal length of 135 mm. 

Should there be no actual lens available for this purpose, or should you 
possess only the P. D. or A. P. D. lenses, which owing to design do not 
permit a sufficiently close proximity of the eye to the front component, 
then we recommend the top lens No. 312 (see Illustration page 2) designed 
especially for the lens magnifier. This top lens produces with the focusing 
screen system an overall five times magnification. One can survey the whole 

screen Image comfortably and owing to the good optical performance of 
-the lens, achieve critical focusing. 
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The lens magnifier at 
photomlcrogra 

The Ihagee Macro-MlcroPhotometer 



Focusinc;l aid. -' 

for pholomicroc;lraphy and mac!ophOloc;lraphy 

' When using thO; EXAKTA and the man~ Interchangea!>.le focu, lng 
systems, It Is possible to adopt the focusln\! screen glasses to the many 
varying types of specialised work partlcu l~rly photomlcr~gr-aphy. Foi 

this latter type of work it Is desirable to view the Image on the ground 

glass focusing scree~ but focus by meanS of the brilliant microscope 

Image. For this reason are there varying ~atterns of focusing screens, 
with clear centre ,spot and hairline cross. lit is through the clear centre 

spdf that the brilliant microscope Image Is visible, the hairline crosl 
preventing the eye from subsequent accommodation (jf microscope 

I Image and hairline cross are equally sharp, the subject Is .i n perfed 
focus) , Yet it is by no means necessary to use the special focusing 
screens~ permpnen~lx, for they . can be In!erchanged for the standard 
ground glass or any other kind of screen available. We would 'recom' 
mend to cha~ge th'e reflex finder unit completely, but with Penta Prism, 

exposure meter Insert,- and lens magnifier the screen alone is changed. 

In addition to these, we supply a perfectly clear glass with hairline 

cross. In macrophotography all the special screens with clear glass 

or clear centre spot ca." be used extr4melv short lens to subject 

distances (about from a scale of reductidn 1,5) but for normal photo
graphs with the usda I lens to subject distances (landscapes, armitec-

. ture, etc ., etc'> they ~re not suitable. In this ~ontext we refer you again 

to the distance meter (see page 5). 

Glass and clear Centre Spot 3 mm "" No. 301.0:l, 10 mm = No. 301 .04, or with 
types with hairline cross). 

Meter Insert, and Len. Magnifier: Ground Gjass with clear Centre Spot 

= No.302.04 or with clear Glass No. 302.10· {all these 'types with hairline 
Prism and Exposure meter insert the rotating rubber eye 
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